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Logo Research Paper

Logos are an integral part in defining a brand. They can give your brand an identity and a mark

in whatever field it branches out in. Throughout a brand’s history, many companies and

organizations may change the way their logo looks. It can be converted to something more

detailed or perhaps, more minimalist. Within this paper, I will be discussing a brand every jean

enthusiast should know, Levi’s. Founded in 1853, Levi & Co is founded in San Francisco, CA.

Launched by the founder Levi Strauss, Levi left working at his brother’s wholesale market in

New York City to emigrate to San Francisco. During this time, the California gold Rush was

booming and many people were trying to find gold in many regions within California. When

arriving there, Levi realized that a lot of people there were wearing attire that weren’t meant for

gold digging and extractions. With this in mind he decided to come up with a way in which

people can wear comfortable work pants while retaining both comfort and style. During this

time, Levi opened his small dry owned goods business to serve the smaller general stores in the

west. We later know it to be Levis.

The Story Behind the Logos

During 1886, Levi Strauss & Co introduced their Two-Horse Logo. The Two-Horse

Trademark depicts two horses attempting to pull apart a pair of Levi’s overalls.  Their

first logo symbolized the strength of their clothing in the face of their competitors. They



wanted to be the only ones that stands out in terms of competition, and by doing that they

garnered a massive following. This logo, in terms of color, came in many forms of color

palettes, but the most notable ones would be its white and black color palette.

Their logo can be represented in many different ways, but to many, it shows how a brand like

Levi’s can plan ahead of its competitors in terms of showing authenticity and competition. To

me, this logo was a reference in terms of how Levi’s can further evolve how their logo can attract

different audiences.

For their second logo, Levi’s decided to take a different approach. Ever since their first design,

their logo was much more detailed and precise, but for the second iteration, they decided to

create a logo based off of just type. Released in 1925, this redesign brought a simple, yet more



minimal take to the brand. Writing the name of the label in a simple white while using a rounded

serif font typeface, which gave

off a cleaner yet professional

look.

Not much was really provided in terms of this logo, but this piece shifted the way in which

Levi’s slowly started to convert to minimalism and less detail.

Their third logo which was released in 1929 not even four years after their second one, Levi’s

shifted to a more horizontal format. Using big bubbly san-serif fonts, Levi’s wanted to show its

competitors that they can adapt to change. Using a mixture of just only a dark blue, white and red

color palette, Levi’s decided to revert back to just type. It also seems that for this logo, they even

added a tagline on the bottom of their logo which showed how in their industry, their the most

reliable in terms of creating good quality attire. The typography used within this looks to be

more playful in which shows a modified version of their second logo. There’s many things that I

didn’t like in terms of this logo. For starters, the colors used for the fonts is too dark and many

people cannot read that either both close or far away. Readability and Legibility are the two

concerns I’ve had with this, but during this era, many people didn’t see this to be a problem. It



showed a more modern take compared to their past logos, but struggled in actually showing off

its power.

For their fourth logo, it didn’t really seem that much of a change. What we can see is them

staying with a san-serif font looking more refined. There’s only now two colors used for this

which is a dark blue and cream based color. For this style, I felt it worked better than their third

one. Legibility and Readability are not issues here anymore and looks like they took in some

inspiration from their third logo. As the times went on, Levi’s had to create a log that matched

their era. Their fourth logo was released in 1943, and we can see that their tagline is still shown

on their logo change.



Their fifth logo, which was released in 1954, showed off a more modern appeal. It looks way

more cleaner than their fourth counterpart and even came with a new redesign and slogan. Their

type remained the same maintaining their commitment to using a san-serif font. But with this

one, it seems to have been modified a bit more to fit their vision. The color palette used for this

also seems to have changed slightly. We see red still being used as a background color and white

is now being introduced which radiates a brighter glow for their type. I feel this fits way more

than the other darker color type since its legible and can be viewed in different scales.

For their sixth logo, Levi’s changed the way the borders of their logo looks to its audiences.

Their type seems to have changed, it’s still a san-serif look with the same colors as the previous

logo, but shows a new way the border looks. Their logo seems to have turned into a more curved

sign, similar to that of the older batman insignias. This seems to have look way more modern in

this era, in which this was released in 1969. Their colors have not changed which could mean

that they felt more confident in their design and how it is perceived to the world. For this logo,

the designers who designed this goes by Walter Lando & Associates. Interestingly enough, they



are the same people who designed the Batman logos. They have said they wanted to modernize

and simplify how Levi’s logo can be perceived. Something recognizable, yet interesting.

For their last logo, released in 2003, shows off a similar feel and look to their previous logo.

There have been a few notable changes with this design, in which we can see both the type and

one of the colors being changed. For starters, the Levi’s type has changed slightly into a more

bold and simplified san-serif font. The red color being used was toned down to something more

darker which highlights its white counterpart to give off a more surreal shine. I feel their last one

works the best because the bolder font highlights all aspects of their logo.
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